With recent advances in health systems, the amount of health data is expanding rapidly in various formats. This data originates from many new sources including digital records, mobile devices, and wearable health devices. Big health data offers more opportunities for health data analysis and enhancement of health services via innovative approaches. The objective of this research is to develop a framework to enhance health prediction with the revised fusion node and deep learning paradigms. Fusion node is an information fusion model for constructing prediction systems. Deep learning involves the complex application of machine-learning algorithms, such as Bayesian fusions and neural network, for data extraction and logical inference. Deep learning, combined with information fusion paradigms, can be utilized to provide more comprehensive and reliable predictions from big health data. Based on the proposed framework, an experimental system is developed as an illustration for the framework implementation.
Introduction
The tendency of digital healthcare solutions is to transform the entire healthcare process in more flexible and efficient patterns. The most common applications of digital healthcare include electronic health records, mobile devices, and wearable health devices.
Electronic health records are initially sourced from health checks and diagnostic data of patients. Digitalization facilitates the sharing of the health records across different medical organizations. With these digitalized records, doctors can have a better understanding of the medical history of their patients [1] . However, when information accumulates over time, health records proliferate in large volumes. This causes difficulties for processing, storage, and retrieval. Estimates suggest that health records data may reach 12 ZBs by 2020 [2] .
With the prevalence of smart phones, medical apps are available for many useful functions such as electronic prescribing, assessment, clinical decision support, treatment practice management, and self-care. Wearable health devices represent another rapid growth area which is transforming traditional healthcare to active and continuous health management. Research estimates that the number of wearable health devices could reach 169.5 million globally by 2017 [3] . The physiological sensors embedded in the wearable devices allow for capturing of additional health data. For example, heart rate and blood pressure can also be detected by smart phones.
With the growth of big data, scientists have found increasing value in deep learning and information fusion for the analysis of large volume of dynamic data. Deep learning applies a set of machine-learning algorithms at multiple levels to exploit the different layers of nonlinear information [4] . Information fusion applies continuous processes that collate relevant information to achieve situation awareness, which can support decision-making [5] .
With the advent of global healthcare challenges such as age-related health problems and chronic diseases, researchers are actively seeking innovative solutions for disease prevention and health diagnoses in more efficient and economical ways. Using information fusion techniques with the digital health data to produce a viable solution has become a key topic of the industry. The research aims to provide an enhanced framework for developing health risk prediction systems by combining the techniques of deep learning and information fusion.
Scientific Programming
The rest of the paper identifies the research potential of deep learning and big health data (Section 2), reviews the preliminary methodologies related to the research (Section 3), and introduces an innovative framework to overcome some shortfalls in the peer research (Section 4). Finally, issues with experiment design and performance evaluation are discussed (Section 5).
Research Potential

Deep Learning on Big Health Data.
Scientists have started to realize the insights of the health data held by various repositories and to make decisions for healthcare. However, most of the development potential is still in its infancy. The overall theories and techniques for predictively modeling and analyzing health data have not been adequately developed yet [6] . The conventional data mining methods suffer from accuracy and efficiency issues due to the constraints of data size and data quality [7] . Many conventional methods cannot directly fit in the big data context. In some environments, the concepts are so complex that they have to be learnt by sophisticated procedures. In particular, when there are underlying functional dependencies within a complex nature, we are unable to analytically express the data model in a simple way [8] . The industry is calling for advanced methodologies that allow information extraction from unstructured health data in large volumes [9] .
Conventional data mining or machine-learning methods depend heavily on the representation of the data. In complex environments, it is difficult to extract high-level and abstract features for data representation due to variant factors [10] . Deep learning is introduced to solve this problem whereby it represents a complex concept by combining several simpler concepts. Deep learning is a machine-learning paradigm with a set of algorithms that attempt to learn a complex matter by mapping it to different levels of abstraction [4] . It has also been proposed for medical knowledge modeling and assisting in decision-making on healthcare issues. It is valuable for constructing health diagnosis models in a costefficient manner. In contrast, the cost of building an expert health system in the conventional approach was usually unaffordable [11] .
Various computing models are being rapidly developed and applied in deep learning. Neural network is one of the most common models that can be used for implementing deep learning systems. They are highly adaptable to feature extraction from various situations [12] .
Although deep learning can extract features from complex data, in a big data context, data combination must be performed before analytics take place. As information fusion can provide various methodologies for merging data from multiple sources, embracing the concept of information fusion within deep learning domain can enhance big data analytics with more systematic designs and more efficient processes.
Enhancement for AIA Vitality.
AIA is an insurance company that owns a large customer base over AsianPacific countries including Australia and China. AIA recently introduced a science-backed wellness program called AIA Vitality that attempts to motivate the customers to maintain their health status with rewards and benefits provided by the partner organizations (see Figure 1) .
The members of AIA Vitality can understand their current health status by uploading their health figures from their mobile and health devices, performing health assessments at the partner medical centers, or receiving periodic health reports generated from the collected formation. The members can improve their health by participating in health activities and meeting the health goals proposed by the system. Health reports will be generated periodically for members by analyzing the health records collected from different channels and the health activities undertaken by members. Based on their health status, members can be rewarded by the partner organizations.
The health risk predictions contained in the health reports mainly come from the expert opinions of the partner medical centers and in-database analysis rules. Health experts can log in to the system, review the health records of the members, and input their opinions. However, this process has been criticized for the overconsumption of both money and time. The health prediction rules set in the database are triggered when the health figures of a member meet certain conditions. The triggered rule will lead to a health risk being added in the report. For example, when the blood glucose of a member at a certain age reaches a certain level for a certain duration, the risk of diabetes will be identified in the member's health report. However, this process can only provide limited prediction categories with insufficient accuracy. We propose overcoming these issues and enhancing the health prediction by applying deep learning and information fusion on the big data in the system. Applying deep learning to big health data, the hierarchy of features can be learnt by establishing high-level features in terms of health prediction from low-level health datasets [13] .
Preliminary Methodologies
To date, the healthcare industry has realized the potential benefits that can be gained from big data analytics. Recently, it has attracted extensive research on the architectural design and implementation strategies of big data analytics in the area of health data.
Architectural Design.
The fundamental requirement of big data analytic systems is to deal with the volume, variety, and velocity of data coming from sources sharing the same context. Heterogeneous data is generated and stored in multiple sources such as relational databases, XML (Extensible Markup Language) documents, and RDF (Resource Description Framework) [3] . Transforming these heterogeneous datasets into understandable and sharable knowledge requires services that collect, prepare, and process these datasets.
The architectural design for a big data analytic system in healthcare is similar to that of a traditional big data analytics project. NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) provides a reference on architectural design for big data systems [14] . There have been several attempts to adapt the NIST reference to healthcare domains. Among those, one worth mentioning is the architectural design for big data healthcare analytics by Wang et al. (see Figure 2 ) [15] . This design functionally divides a big data analytic system into five layers, namely, (1) Data Layer, (2) Data Aggregation Layer, (3) Analytics Layer, (4) Information Exploration Layer, and (5) Big Data Governance Layer. Data Layer contains all the data collected from various sources that can provide the insights to support daily operations and solve business problems. The data from various sources can be structured (e.g., database records) or unstructured (e.g., log files or images).
Data Aggregation Layer is responsible for data acquisition from the various data sources and transformation of the data into a specific standard format that is suitable for data analysis. Data transformation is often a major obstacle for implementing big data, as the data characteristics can vary dramatically.
Analytics Layer is responsible for performing appropriate analytics on the aggregated data based on the fundamental analysis goals. Recent advances in cloud computing and big data analysis, respectively, provide distributed data storage and computing techniques, including MapReduce, stream programming, and in-database analytics, which allow for the handling of vast amounts of data in a more reliable and efficient manner [3] .
Information Exploration Layer generates outputs to make the analytic results comprehensible for users. The outputs can be visualization reports, monitoring of information, or health predictions to help users make decisions.
Big Data Governance Layer is a component that manages all the other logical layers. Its functions include data accessibility, data lifecycle, and data security managements. These functions ensure the availability of the data for processing and protect the privacy of the information owners.
Data Mining Methods.
Data mining is the process of information extraction and pattern discovery from large amounts of data. This concept is expanded by machine learning to transform data into intelligent action [16] . Data mining is being used in the emerging healthcare area to manipulate clinical and diagnostic data and thereby provide reliable disease detection and healthcare systems [7] . The data mining methods used in the health industry fall predominantly into two categories: cluster analysis and classification. They provide mathematical foundations for the processes of learning and prediction.
Cluster analysis is an unsupervised machine-learning method that can organize a group of objects with similar characteristics into distinct categories. The main aim of clustering is to find structure within a given set of data [17] . Clustering is useful in healthcare for identifying the association between risk factors and health. For example, the research of Vermeulen-Smit et al. applied clustering patterns to explore the relationship between health risk behaviors and mental disorders [18] . Clustering is also useful for anomaly detection, revealing the most anomalous or unusual data from the cohort dataset. Classification is a supervised learning process for prediction of the class for a given unlabeled item in a finite set of predefined classes based on a training set of data containing observations [19] . The most common classification algorithms include Decision Tree, -Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine, and Bayesian Classifier. Classification is useful for predictive learning in health fields. For example, Bayesian Classifier was introduced by Kazmierska and Malicki to the diagnosis of brain tumor patients and help in the clinical treatment of the patients [20] .
Decision Trees can classify data items into a finite number of predefined classes. -Nearest Neighbor classification assigns labels of predefined classes to the test items by finding a group of items in the training set in the neighborhood. Logistic Regression computes a linear combination for the input item by the logistic function with a given set of features. Support Vector Machine separates the test items by finding the separating lines with maximum distance to the points of the different groups of items [21] .
Bayesian Classifier is a supervised and probabilistic learning method. The training data is used to calculate an observed probability of each outcome based on the evidence provided by feature values. The observed probabilities are then applied to predict the most likely class for the new features [16] .
Bayesian Fusion and Neural Network.
By consolidating between different information sources, information fusion can perform data mining to reduce uncertainty and achieve a better understanding of the information. By adopting Bayesian statistics, it can provide several methods for information fusion [22] , for instance, the Bayesian Classifier above.
Bayesian fusion algorithms use the knowledge of Bayesian Inference to make inferences about the identity of events in the observation space [23] . Bayesian Inference is the process that applies a probability model to a set of data and evaluates the resulting probability distribution for the fit of the model towards the observed and unobserved data [24] . The Bayesian Inference process can be applied to the fusion from multiple information sources.
In the inference process, a.k.a. Bayesian fusion process (Figure 3) , each of the data sources provides a hypothesis on the observation and the source-specific algorithm. The hypothesis ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) is used to estimate the probability of the type of each entity by the likelihood function ( | ), where denotes the fact type and the entity from a data source. The probabilities of the data sources will be combined by using the Bayesian Inference Function. The output of the inference is the combined probability
. Decision Logic is used to optimize the combined probability when there are constraints (e.g., thresholds) on the final output. The final output of the process is called the Fused Identity of .
The ground of the Bayesian Inference is Bayes' Rule, which is a probability-based reasoning discipline. Bayes' Rule can be derived by evaluating the probability of hypothesis conditioned on knowing event , which is defined as
where ( , ) denotes the probability of the intersection of hypothesis and event [23] . 
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Rule 1
Rule n . . .
Bayesian Inference Function The inference applied in Bayesian Classifier can be defined as Assign to
where ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) denotes a given set of classes, ( | ) denotes the respective posterior probabilities, and represents an unknown feature vector. The unknown attribute is identified by assigning it to the class for which the posterior probability becomes maximum [8] .
Bayes' Rule enables the correct estimation of a prior probability for an unknown event when the probability of the evidence about the event can be found. This works on the assumption that the unknown event and the evidence are independent. However, in the real world there are many unknown events and different types of evidence, some of which are related to each other [25] . Therefore, the Bayesian Network is introduced to represent the joint probability model among given variables by a directed acyclic graph, where the nodes of the graph represent random variables and the directed edges represent direct dependencies between the variables [26] . Mathematically, this type of structure is called a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The join probability of the model can be calculated by
where = { 1 , . . . , } is the set of random variables on interest called universe and Pa( ) denotes the parental variables of variable . Referring to a DAG, it represents the th node in the graph corresponding to the factor ( | Pa( )) [27] . Bayesian Network is a fusion approach that is suitable for the uncertainty measurement for the extracted properties with graphical structure and probability calculus [28] . A Bayesian Network as shown in Figure 4 represents the association { 1 , 2 , . . . , } ⇒ { +1 , +2 , . . . , }, where the nodes represent the variables and the edges represent the direct influence. The joint probability distribution of the network can be defined as
where is the support of an itemset. Figure 5: Three-layer feedforward network.
In information fusion, the selection of features can be very complex under certain circumstances. For example, a speech recognition task in a noisy environment is difficult due to the interference of irrelevant features [29] . On such occasions, feature extraction approaches can be used to extract the main features or characteristics of the situation [12] . Neural network can provide a flexible method to capture essential features from data containing noise and partial information [30] .
Neural network is a function-approximation technique that with a set of given inputs and a desired set of outputs can be trained to map observed data to a function [31] . A standard structure for a neural network is a multilayer feedforward network [12] .
A simple example is a three-layer perceptron network ( Figure 5 ), which consists of the input layer, the hidden layer, and the output layer. The nodes in the input layer supply the input signals to the nodes in the hidden layer. The connections between the nodes in the input layer and the hidden layer represent the weights between the two layers, which need to be determined by training. The output signals of the hidden layer are used as inputs to the third layer. The outputs of the nodes in the output layer constitute the network output. The network output is usually an output prediction, a function approximation, or a set of classification outputs [30] .
Each node in the hidden layer simulates a brain neuron, which is composed of a summation function and an activation function (see Figure 6 ). The summation function computes a linear combination of the weighted input signals [27] . The function can be defined as
where V denotes the th input signal in the total input signals, denotes the weight of the input signals associated with the th hidden node, and is the externally applied bias.
The output of the summation function is passed to the activation function that squashes the permissible range of the output signal to a finite value. The activation function is introduced to provide nonlinearity into the network, which is usually differentiable and chosen depending upon the requirements of the case [32] . 
Deep Learning Fusion Framework
Deep learning is not an entirely new technology. Examples of the application of deep learning in healthcare can be found in several publications, for instance, on mammogram analysis [33] and video pornography detection [34] . However, these applications are mostly limited to image analysis. Additionally, these studies have not been widely adopted, as the architecture of deep learning is more complex than conventional data mining systems, and the previous studies failed to propose system designs that are compatible with the analytics in a production environment.
Deep learning systems require more computing power and memory storage. Recently, with the broad uptake of cloud computing, deep learning has been given new impetus by offloading the computation onto the cloud [35] . This allows an analytic system with complex learning algorithms to be hosted on the cloud in a cost-efficient manner.
A multilayered architecture is used in deep learning to map the relations between inputs features and the outcomes. This architecture makes deep learning more suitable for analyzing a large number of variables. The model containing many levels of nonlinearities excels at identifying complex patterns in data [32] . However, in a big data environment, data that comes from multiple sources and from multiple structures need to be fitted into multiple models. The fusion of the models should be performed at a specific level of the architecture to achieve the overall learning purpose.
The most fundamental fusion model is called situation awareness (SAW). SAW can be divided into three layers, in terms of (1) (2) comprehension of current situation, and (3) projection of future states [36] . The research of Sundareshan and Wong [37] extended the concept to the extraction of features from multiple data sources. The research of Mitchell [38] developed a parallel network for the fusion of multiple data inputs. These research projects provide useful guide on structuring data analysis system. However, they lack details on implementing the data process components. Steinberg et al. introduced the fusion node paradigm that indicates the main processes contained in a fusion system in terms of fusion, association, and alignment [39] . This paradigm has proven to be useful for developing automatic fusion systems that involve selecting the data flow among the fusion nodes (i.e., how to batch data for association and fusion processing). We integrate deep learning with the fusion processes to perceive the current situation and predict the future status of an individual's health from the big data.
Integrating fusion paradigms with preliminary big data techniques, we propose a framework suitable for deep learning on big health data, namely, the Deep Health Analytic Framework (DHAF, Figure 7 ). The framework is composed of three levels, which correspond functionally to the 3-layer structure of the SAW model. At the first level, the fusion processes aim to acquire the status, attributes, and dynamics of the relevant information elements in the environment. The processes consist of the data acquisition from multiple data sources and the alignment of the raw data. The eHealth data usually consists of various file objects, including images and PDF files. Although there are several commercial ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) software programs, for example, Informatica, which allows the integration of data from multiple sources, the existing ETL systems are usually very costly and provide limited support of data types. The data alignment using machine-learning approaches is introduced to provide a more flexible solution. The proposed alignment processes involve classifying the information elements and restructuring them to representations compatible for further analysis [12] . The data alignment for each source is achieved by a fusion node that encompasses several components as described in Figure 8 .
Data Alignment Node
Fusion cell
Output elements
Input elements Auxiliary information
External knowledge The input elements are the original information objects from a data source. Fusion cell is the smallest granular component of information fusion systems. It acts as an intermediate conceptual level between the different individual information elements from the data source and the global information processing systems [40] . Fusion cell refines the input data elements with the constraints or indicators set in the external knowledge and auxiliary information and ensures the quality of the output elements meet the requirements for further fusion processing. The external knowledge contains operation rules that can constrain and guide the fusion process. These rules contain the information required to process data in specific formats. For example, if the input data is in XML format, fusion cell will use the XML specification information for the data analysis. The auxiliary information stores additional contextual information to support the fusion process. The results derived from the fusion processes can also be recorded in auxiliary information to enhance future fusion.
The process method of fusion cell is usually a classifier, and the outputs are maps of classes and of confidence levels [41] . We use neural network to construct the fusion cell. According to the research of Amirani et al., we can compute Byte Frequency Distribution (BFD) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to identify different data types. BFD is the occurrence pattern of each byte value within 8 Scientific Programming a file content. It can be used to discover the files derived from different data sources by detecting the file type fingerprints. PCA is a multivariate analysis technique that describes data with an orthogonal transformation of the coordinates. It can represent an approximation of a data structure with a subset of its primary components by dimensionality reduction [42] . A -dimensional dataset = { ∈ | = 1, . . . , } can be approximately represented by a smaller -dimensional dataset = { ∈ | = 1, . . . , }. can be obtained by , which means projecting onto the eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues.
is the first column of the eigenvectors .
An autoassociative neural network is used for classifying the data type. A feedforward network is trained to produce an approximation of the identity mapping between inputs and outputs using back-propagation algorithm. The network has input and output nodes and a single hidden layer with nodes and linear activations. In the training phase, the PCA projection matrix is calculated after the BFD of the input dataset is normalized. The normalization is to scale the data into the interval of [−1, 1]. The output dataset from PCA is fed to the neural network. As it is a nonlinear process, the hyperbolic tangent is chosen as the activation function. The function can be defined as
where denotes the input dataset and the output dataset. The training outputs are compared with the desired outputs of the data types, and the synapse weights are adjusted accordingly to reduce the errors. After the training, the weight of the synapses is saved in the auxiliary information of the fusion node. Once the data type has been determined, the format specification in external knowledge will be used to verify the identification results, extract the metadata of the file object, and normalize the content of the object to a common representational format. If the identification is incorrect, an error will be recorded in auxiliary information to enhance future identification. For instance, an object that has been identified as a PNG image will be transformed to a standard size and color, and its content data and metadata will be stored in XML format. The metadata should contain information related to the environment such as the transaction time and spatial references. The transformation of the source data facilitates the analysis of information elements in a consistent set of units and coordinates for further processing [12] . The aligned data will be ready for the second-level fusion.
At the second level of the framework, fusion processes are intended to interpret and integrate the information elements under the current situation. The processes in this level include feature extraction and feature integration. The feature extraction is to acquire perceptual features containing the maximal information concerning the prediction objectives in the next fusion level. The extracted information is organized on the basis of the time sequence. Through the extraction process, the data quantity and data dimension are reduced to increase the efficiency and accuracy of further analysis. A fusion node for the feature extraction encompasses several components, as shown in Figure 9 . The main process in the extraction node is Data Correlation. This determines which input elements associate with which elements currently in the situation representation being maintained by the node. The input elements for the association are the aligned data in the common format and the time coordinates that allow the elements to be tracked along with time. The correlation process is accomplished through three functions, namely, Hypothesis Generation, Hypothesis Evaluation, and Hypothesis Selection. Through the correlation process, the input data becomes normalized and fits the situation representation.
Hypothesis Generation identifies feasible association candidates that can be derived from the input elements [39] . In this function, the hypothesis of the associations between the input elements and the health risks will be generated. For example, running records taken from a wearable device can be used as the input elements, and a hypothesis can be generated to represent an association between the pattern of steps run and a health risk (e.g., obesity). Hypothesis Evaluation computes the confidence of the identified candidates based on the defined metrics to determine the associations. For example, the confidence of association between the running record and the obesity will be calculated.
The confidence calculation can be achieved by Bayesian Association Rule Mining algorithm [43] . For an equivalent timeframe, let be an itemset (e.g., a health device record) consisted of items 1 , 2 , . . . , , and let be a health risk consisted of items +1 , +2 , . . . , (e.g., the historical diagnoses related to the health risk). The association ⇒ can be represented in a Bayesian Network, where 1 , 2 , . . . , are the Boolean variables in correspondence with 1 , 2 , . . . , (see Figure 4) and +1 , +2 , . . . , correspond to +1 , +2 , . . . , . The confidence of association ⇒ is defined as ( | ). The confidence can be computed with Bayesian Network, namely, Bayesian Confidence (BC), which can be represented as 
Scientific Programming Hypothesis Selection determines which output associations the fusion system should retain and use for state estimation. For example, if the association of a hypothesis exists, that is, the calculated confidence value is greater than 1.0, the association should be updated into the situation model. The maintenance of the situation model is required to compute the probabilities of all the events, that is, the probabilities for the occurrence of various health crises. Let us denote the probability of a health risk as ( ) and the conditions on the occurrence of a set of associations as { | = 1, . . . , }. If the itemset introduced above is a selected association, we have { ∈ | = 1, . . . , }. The probabilities of the events can be approximated to an aggregated probability ( | 1 , . . . , ). The aggregation of the associations requires the computation of a probabilistic model of the joint distribution of ( , 1 , . . . , ), which can be achieved by building an approximation of the true conditional probability by the use of an aggregation operator. Based on Nu model [44] , the approximation can be defined as
where −1 = { 1 , . . . , −1 } is the set of all data up to the ( − 1)th association. This model is useful for combining probability distributions conditioned to each individual association into a joint conditional distribution that can represent all original information. Besides Nu model, there are several alternative approximation methods, such as Tau model [44] . With this aggregation operation, we can compute the approximated probabilities for all the events in different time frames, which can represent the probabilities for various health risks in the eHealth system. Each feature extraction node manages a fused situation representation for the data from its corresponding data source. The local fused situation representations for different data sources are to be integrated into a global situation representation, so that the developed model can be used for estimation and decision-making in the next fusion level. This process, namely, feature integration, is achieved by a deep learning method as described in Figure 10 .
The input elements for the feature integration embrace the source data normalized by the nodes of data alignment and the probabilities of health incidents fused by the feature extraction nodes. Within a time frame where there are both inputs of normalized data and probabilities, the input probabilities from different sources will be combined to aggregated probabilities by the inference engine, and the input normalized data will be fed into the fusion cell for training purposes. Inference engine is a component that updates probabilities using inference scheme and evidence. Each piece of evidence updates the probability of a set of hypotheses calculated via Bayesian rule. The calculation can be defined as
where and are events that are not necessarily mutually exclusive, ( | ) is the conditional probability of event occurring given that event has occurred [36] . If there are mutually exclusive and exhaustive hypotheses 1 , . . . , and possible occurring events 1 , . . . , , the probability can be updated as
Fusion cell in this node is a component where the input source data are classified with a convolutional neural network (CNN). CNN is a deep learning method more often applied in image recognition. The aim of the process of CNN is to map the n input aligned data to m output health risks in a vast sampling context with high performance (Figure 11 ). As introduced above, during the learning phase the construction of the approximation function of the neural network is mainly achieved by iteratively adjusting the values of the connection 
Aligned data n
Health risk m Figure 11 : CNN-based health risk mapping.
weights of the nodes between different layers. With the optimized weight values, the approximation function is expected to produce outputs with fewer estimation errors. The training error can be calculated by comparing the differences between the outputs of the inference engine and the fusion cell. The calculation of the error can be defined as
where denotes the error, the target outputs from inference engine, the predicted outputs from the neural network, and the total number of training patterns [30] . The construction of the CNN is similar to the conventional neural networks introduced in the previous section, which are composed of neurons that have learnable weights and biases. Each neuron receives inputs and creates a dot product. The whole network expresses a single differentiate function that scores the input aligned data of health attributes in accordance with the classes of health risks. CNN has been proven to be more efficient in training inputs with a restricted number of parameters and hidden units. CNN can achieve local connections and tied weights efficiently by pooling translation invariant features. This specialty is adaptive to our design, as the input health data has been normalized and the output health risks have been predefined in certain classes [10] .
Convolutional layer is the core building block of the network that performs most computations. The parameters of the layer consist of a set of learnable filters. Each filter has a small receptive field. In our context, this can be the subset of the input health documents, by putting the width, height, and depth of the imagery data into a 2D matrix. For acoustic data, we can cast the frequency and utterance of audio to receptive fields [45] . During the forward pass, each filter is convolved across the matrix of the input. The dot product is computed between the filter and the input, and a 2D activation map that represents the responses of the filter at every spatial position is produced. The network learns the activation of the filters when it detects some specific patterns at some spatial position in the input. Along time frames, the activation maps for all filters stack and form the output of the convolution layer.
Pooling layer is commonly inserted between successive convolutional layers in the architecture to progressively reduce the spatial size of the feature maps while retaining essential information retained. It also controls the overfitting of the neural network. The most common form of pooling applies 2 × 2 filters with a stride of 2 at every slice in the input (see Figure 12) . The largest elements within each filter are taken from the rectified feature map [46] .
After several convolutional and max pooling layers, the high-level reasoning in the neural network is achieved via fully connected layer. Akin to the traditional multilayer perceptron (MLP), the neurons in the fully connected layer have complete connections with all activations in the previous layer. As a result, the activations can be computed with a matrix multiplication followed by a bias offset. The output of the connected layer is the probability distribution over labels, which can be defined as
where denotes features produced by the pooling operation = { 1 , 2 , . . . , } ( is the number of features), is the number of filters, and denotes the weight matrix of the fully connected layer [47] .
Putting all these together, we have the architecture illustrated as Figure 13 . An additional operation called Introducing Nonlinearity, usually achieved via Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), can be used after every convolution operation, which increases the nonlinear properties of the decision function and of the overall network without affecting the receptive fields of the convolution layer. It computes the function ( ) = max(0, ). In other words, the activation simply has a threshold at zero.
At the third level of the fusion framework, at the time frame where no input probabilities can be provided, the neural network trained in feature integration can produce outputs for state estimation. In a timeframe where health records cannot be provided, a health estimation can be made based on the given inputs of normalized data. Note that the neural network cannot make predictions about future state where no input source data can be obtained. It can only make estimations for the missing previous or current states.
With the estimated past and current probabilities of various health risks, time series analyses can be applied to predict the likelihood of future health risks. This process is called target state estimation in the framework. We propose to use ARMA (Autoregressive Moving Average) model for the prediction [48] . The model ARMA( , ) can be defined as
where and are the weights applied to the model, is the autoregressive order, is the moving-average order, and is the white noise. ARMA(2, 1) is taken frequently to render a weekly stationary process for time series analysis, and the equation can be simplified as
Fitting it with the past and current probabilities of the health risks, we are able to calculate the weights and white noise of the model. Thereby, the model can be used to predict the probabilities of future health risks.
Architecture Design and System Implementation
In the above section, we presented a conceptual framework that contains the essential processes for deep learning on eHealth data. This framework provides guidance on building an enhanced health analytic system. The proposed framework forms the basis for an architecture design which we have named Deep Health Analytic Architecture (DHAA). The architecture design is shown in Figure 14 . In contrast to the architecture introduced by Wang et al. [6] , DHAA applies the concepts of deep learning and information fusion to provide more reliable health prediction. Moreover, the new framework encourages MapReduce and SOA (ServiceOriented Architecture) paradigms to facilitate the distributed computing and systematic communication in enterprise environments.
In correspondence with DHAF, the architecture maps the three-level information fusion processes into four primary components, namely, data alignment, feature extraction, feature integration, and target state estimation. Data alignment consists of fusion nodes that normalize the raw data from different sources. Feature extraction consists of fusion nodes that fuse the normalized data for each data source. Feature integration updates the global situation representation and the estimation model of the neural network with three subcomponents in terms of inference engine, neural network Fusion, and error estimation. Target statement estimation performs health risk prediction based on the neural network model and regression prediction and generates analysis reports. The aggregation of the above four data analytic components are named as Analytic Engine. As an additional component in the architecture, Data Governance provides several functionalities including an input interface for raw data, cache for normalized data, storage for fusion knowledge bases, and access for the analysis reports. Data Governance is the sole interface for all the data to enter and exit the Analytic Engine. This centralized data management eases the utilization of distributed data storage and integrated data access through service calls.
In addition to the architecture, various techniques are applied for system implementation. The operating systems, programming languages, and software frameworks are carefully chosen to optimize the performance of the analysis. As a big data analytic system, the MapReduce paradigm is an important technique useful for enhancing analysis efficiency. MapReduce is a framework with the capability to process large datasets with a parallel, distributed algorithm in a cluster. MapReduce helps to overcome concurrency, robustness, scale, and other common challenges in the analysis for large volume of data [49] , as it avoids most lowlevel implementation problems in distributed computing. As the name suggests, MapReduce mainly consists of a Map step and a Reduce step. Both the Map and Reduce steps can be distributed in a way that takes advantage of the multiple processor cores that are found in modern hardware to increase data process efficiency [50] . In the Map step, the data processing script is executed to produce new key/value pairs. The input data will be grouped on the key, and the value is the information pertinent to the analysis in the Reduce step. In the Reduce step, a function is executed once per key grouping, and it iterates over all of the values associated with the key. In this function, various tasks can be performed, such as data aggregation and filtering. Once the function is completed, the results in the key/value pair are sent to the Output function.
The Analytic Engine of the DHAA can be fitted into a MapReduce pattern to enhance analysis efficiency. The enhanced pattern is structured as Figure 15 .
The data from different sources are processed independently by the nodes of data alignment. These tasks can be performed in parallel to accelerate the processing, and they should be placed in the Map step of the analysis. The aligned data will be aggregated by the nodes of feature extraction based on their data sources. This grouping operation can be achieved by the key/value pairs generated in the Map step.
The processes of feature extraction should be placed in the Map function. The processes of feature integration and target state estimation need to be rendered on the base of the prior two components. Hence, these processes should be placed in the Output function. The pseudocode for the DHAA MapReduce pattern is outlined as shown in Pseudocode 1.
We are implementing a health analytic system based on the above architecture to enhance the health report component of AIA Vitality. We name it Vitality Health Analytic Platform (VHAP, Figure 16 ). Through the implementation, we can also evaluate the applicability of DHAF form empirics. An experimental system is built on a virtual machine with the Ubuntu Linux operating system and Hadoop, which is a big data-oriented framework that enables distributed storage and distributed processing in computing clusters [51] . Scientific Programming
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(1) //set up each data item and encode data in key-value pairs (2) class mapper: (3) setup(): (4) initialize input element (5) map(key,element): (6) flag data source to reducer (7) identify data type (8) normalize data element (9) cleanup(): (10) emit (key,aligned element) (11) //process key-value pairs and update local model (12) class reducer: (13) setup(): (14) initialize aligned element (15) initialize local situation representations (16) reduce(key,elements): (17) for element in elements: (18) if element meets hypothesis: (19) update local situation representation per flag (20) cleanup(): (21) emit (key,local situation representations) (22) //adjust global model and perform predictions (23) class outputter: (24) setup(): (25) initialize input elements (26) initialize local situation representations (27) initialize global situation representation (28) output(key,elements,representations): (29) for element in input elements: (30) if element has proper local situation representation: (31) u p d a t eg l o b a ls i t u a t i o n (32) train neural network (33) e s t i m a t ee r r o r (34) update neural network weights (35) e l s e : (36) perform neural network prediction (37) perform regression prediction (38) generate report (39) cleanup(): (40) emit report
Pseudocode 1
The Analytic Engine is implemented with R programming language, which provides various libraries convenient for statistical computing and visualization. RHadoop consists of several libraries that allow easy and tight integration between R and Hadoop. Typically, the "rmr2" library contains a collection of functions for implementing MapReduce processing, the "rdfs" library provides interfaces for accessing to HDFS (Hadoop Distributed Filesystem), and the "rhbase" provides an interface for accessing HBase that is a NoSQL database running on top of Hadoop.
There are also numerous R libraries for implementing machine-learning functions. For building the neural networks used in the components of data alignment and feature integration, we can use the "h2o," "deepnet," and "MXNetR" libraries. In particular, the "MXNetR" package contains interfaces for implementing convolutional neural networks.
For implementing the Bayesian rules for hypothesis selection in feature extraction, we can use the "OpenBUGS" library. For constructing the Bayesian Networks used in the components of feature extraction and target state estimation, we can use "bnlearn" and "gRain." For building the regression model for time series analysis in the target state estimation component, we can use the "arima" library. By setting arima(2, 0, 1) in the library, we can perform the ARMA(2, 1) analysis. Some sample R scripts for the implementation of machine learnings are provided in Pseudocode 2 as an indication of implementation.
The Data Governance component in VHAP is mainly implemented with the HDFS and HBase of Hadoop. HDFS is used for storing the configuration of external knowledge and auxiliary information. The advantages of using HDFS include the support for files of large size and volume and (1) ## train an neural network for health risk prediction (2) trainCNN <-function(trainset,risks) { (3) require(mxnet); (4) # Define the input data (5) data <-mx.symbol.Variable('data'); (6) # 1st convolutional layer (7) conv_1 <-mx.symbol.Convolution(data = data, kernel = c(5,5), num_filter = 20); (8) act_1 <-mx.symbol.Activation(data = conv_1, act_type = "relu") (9) pool_1 <-mx.symbol.Pooling(data = act_1, pool_type = "max", kernel = c(2,2), stride = c(2,2)) (10) # 2nd convolutional layer (11) conv_2 <-mx.symbol.Convolution(data = pool_1, kernel = c(5,5), num_filter = 50) (12) act_2 <-mx.symbol.Activation(data = conv_2, act_type = "relu") (13) pool_2 <-mx.symbol.Pooling(data=act_2, pool_type = "max", c(2,2), stride = c(2,2)) (14) # 1st fully connected layer (15) flatten <-mx.symbol.Flatten(data = pool_2) (16) fc_1 <-mx.symbol.FullyConnected(data = flatten, num_hidden = 100) (17) act_3 <-mx.symbol.Activation(data = fc_1, act_type = "relu") (18) # 2nd fully connected layer (19) high efficiency for frequent data access. HBase is used for caching the raw data and aligned data, managing the state representations, and keeping the analysis reports. In contrast to traditional databases, HBase provides a fault-tolerant way of storing large quantities of sparse data. The communication between Data Governance and the external system is through the web services implemented by Python, which is a programming language with reliable Hadoop integration and handy network communication supports. The "hadoopy" library enables Python to interact with Hadoop. The "spyne" library provides a framework for implementing and exposing remote procedure-call APIs. These APIs are exposed to the enterprise service bus, and Data Governance becomes the interface between the Analytic Engine and the external systems.
In comparison with the previous health reports in AIA Vitality (see Figure 17) , the new health reports using VHAP can provide health risk predictions with higher granularity. While the previous health reports based on data rules can only provide health predictions with broadly indicative predictions, the new prediction can give indicators of health risks on an annual basis and can predict future trends for each health risk.
In order to verify the performance of the selection of CNN for fusion cell implementation, we substituted the implementation of CNN with other learning techniques in terms of SVM, KNN, and LR for comparison. The health records of approximately 20,000 AIA Vitality members were sampled for the calculation. The number of the original records of the sample members was about 800,000,000. However, there were many duplicated records which are produced from their source systems. For example, Vitality Mobile App users tend to upload the same data several times during a day. On the other hand, invalid records also exist, likely due to the malfunction of the source systems or the inappropriate operations of the software by users. The data quality needs to be controlled to ensure the accuracy and performance of the analytics. This is achieved by implementing a filter in the data alignment node, which screens out the duplicated and outlier data before further processes are applied. The classification accuracy and kappa measure for the specific implementations are given in Figure 18 , and their efficiency measures are given in Figure 19 .
From Figure 18 , it can be seen that CNN has relatively high accuracy compared to other learning methods. However, during the experiments, we noticed that the process duration of CNN was longer than other methods. We believe that is caused by the complex implementation of CNN. In contrast, KNN is a simpler classification algorithm. While its overall accuracy is acceptable, its accuracy is usually not stabilized depending on the shape of the dataset. LR is even more sensitive to the distribution of the sample data. Outliers in the sample data can dramatically affect the result. Both SVM and CNN are state-of-the-art learning algorithms. They both learn from the inputs and training data by adjusting their weights. SVM achieves the weighting by mapping the inputs to higher dimensional space, while CNN achieves it by producing multilayer feature maps. The complex architecture of CNN makes it a stronger classifier and its results are more reliable.
According to Figure 19 , CNN has the longest process duration and lowest throughput when performing the sample analytics, whereas LR and KNN require much less processing time and have high throughput when analyzing the sample data. However, taking into account the accuracy figures, although CNN consumes more process time, it produces higher accuracy. In contrast, LR requires less processing time and its accuracy is also low. In addition, the process duration can be reduced if we increase the capacity of the platform. Nevertheless, it is more difficult to increase the accuracy of analytics than enhance the computing capacity.
Conclusions
This research explores the potential value for utilizing the concepts of the fusion node paradigm and deep learning to enhance health risk prediction from big data. The fusion node paradigm improves the structure and workflow of the health analytic design, so that the analytic processes can be conducted in a more efficient way. Deep learning compounds multiple machine-learning methods in complex processes to enhance data analysis performance. Using deep learning techniques in the analytic processes allows health risks to be predicted in a more reliable manner, as it allows iterative inference of high-level information based on low-level data. In addition, deep learning methods such as convolutional neural network have the potential to enhance analysis accuracy with large training sets. This specialism has great merit in this era of big data. A framework is proposed based on the concepts described above to discuss the theories and processes of the analytic workflow and its components. An architecture is designed based on the proposed framework to illustrate how to organize the analytic components of the analytic system to capitalize on the cohesion and coupling. This paper also discussed the application of the MapReduce paradigm to optimize the efficiency of the analytic processes in the architecture. Finally, we encourage SOA design of the analytic system to ease the ability of external systems to access the analytic results.
In the future, we plan to perform more analysis on the performance of the proposed prediction framework. More observations are required to verify whether the predicted probabilities are aligned with the actual occurrence rates. Besides the accuracy, computation efficiency is another concern of analytic systems. There need to be an observation of the process duration and resource consumption and a comparison of different algorithms in regard to the analytic processes. We can also attempt to devise different mathematic models for probability aggregation.
